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EDITORIAL
THE GIFT OF TIME
Life is inspired from Art while Art takes from Life all the time. So does the
thought for my editorial. My thought sprouts from a few words of calm from a
dear friend Mete Sozen who passed away a few months ago. A guru of earthquake
engineering, Mete was the last person I had shared my dark thought of shutting
shop and bring the curtains down gracefully on Nartanam. Mete smiled and
said, "Give it some more time." Ever inquisitive of Indian dance, Mete, the busy
academic colossus, had plenty of time to interact with me, at all times making me
aware of his genuine interest in Nartanam. He sure did possess the art of "gifting
time," to his profession, to his wife Joan, to family and loved ones, to students, to
friends, to acquaintances, to all alike. The greater the man, the lesser the time he
ought to have. Mete defied this definition.
We all know Nartanam is a losing battle for there is no sense of ownership
for such documentation of our own art. We have not been able to create a sense
of pride and belonging to such a platform for the dance community to publish
serious academic work. We have published for 17 years non-stop. We at
Nartanam have gifted our time, toil and money to the cause of dance. Two
major universities with dance departments in Hyderabad from where we publish
and many more universities with departments of dance across the country, none
have dared to publish a journal on dance. The Sangeet Natak journal of the
Sangeet Natak Akademi (SNA), the premier body for arts in the country is
languishing without an editor and with no regular issues coming out. In a country
with a population of more than 130 crores, there is no serious academic journal
on dance. Much has been spoken about the SNA and the culture departments
and the bureaucrats and how they have failed to deliver.
But what about the dance community? Impeccably dressed to kill, they light
up any party or gathering. Scratch the surface and there is a vicious streak of
jealousy and self centred vanity and even intolerance. Standards of dance are
not getting any better. The best in most cases is just mediocre. Spouting a few
slokas here and there with the torso bent with humility which can vanish to expose
claws and fangs at the slightest review of their work by able critics, the dancers
(there are exceptions to the scenario) make for a scary world.
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Precious time meant for dedication to arts is gone in public relations,
aggressive marketing, doing the rounds of culture departments, being seen and
mingling with the right people, lobbying for awards and honours, cultivating
godfathers and godmothers, dining and wining with the right set of people and
on it goes. So where is the time for reflection, training, expanding the horizons of
ones own art? Artists seldom gift their time to their peers watching their
presentations.
There is no time. "Busy and stressed out" is the mark of a successful person.
While chaos and shallow vision is the mark of institutions and akademies. The
Sangeet Natak Akademi has outdone itself again in presenting awards on an
arbitrary criteria. Bismillah Khan awards to artists well established to be given
the akademi award; overall contribution to arts and scholarship may well be
given to anybody who can spell "dance," and the Bismillah Khan award to
Tadepalli Satyanarayana takes the crown. The unsung star of Kuchipudi, Guru
Vempati Ravi passed away never ever being considered by the Sangeet Natak
Akademi for its award or by the government of India for a Padma award and he
was no mean genius. Vedantam Raghava, who has left the country for good to
find greener pastures in the United States of America can be termed as the
mantle holder of Kuchipudi Yakshagana in this generation. If there ever was a
consummate Kuchipudi Yakshagana artiste in the young generation then it is
Raghava but the awards have always eluded him. We have an excellent singer
and scholar in the Kuchipudi tradition in D. S. V. Sastry, a shining torch bearer
of the tradition, but who cares? Of course, talents like Ravi, Raghava and Sastry
are no minnows who would care to lobby or prostrate in front of the elite body
which decides on the awards.
Why has the Kuchipudi Yakshagana been made into a separate category? It
is a part of the repertoire of Kuchipudi. Pray, how is Tadepalli Satyanarayana
eligible for any award at all? What is the body of his work? Who are the ones
who recommended his name? For what has this award been bestowed upon
him? This definitely calls for filing a query under the Right to Information Act.
One award given to the undeserving takes away the glory and stature of the
awards itself and insults all the other deserved recipients of the awards. Nartanam
therefore refuses to cover any awards henceforth.
Dance is an intangible heritage that is very important to pay lip service to. But
when it comes to Corporate Social Responsibility its considered as entertainment,
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not as education. A Secretary of Culture asked, "Who will forever watch these
dancers throwing about their limbs?" The comment partially spouts from his
ignorance of dance for he has never invested the time to understand dance but at
the same time he is reacting to the constant flood of mediocrity he is surrounded
by. Of course we assume that this is not a corrupt official.
This issue is a special on Kalamandalam Gopi Asan. A life well lived despite
the fact that he tried to take his life twice out of sheer frustration, poverty and
above all the disease of alcoholism. In India alcoholism is not understood as a
disease and the alcoholic and his family are ostracized cruelly and most alcoholics
die with no chance of ever sobering up. Alocholics Anonymous or Alanon are a
taboo even if they are known to an ordinary mortal at all. Fighting poverty and
undergoing rigorous training in an art form and above all fighting alcoholism should
have ground him to dust let alone emerging as the superstar of Kathakali, a
genius every Katahakali lover acknowledged for decades. Only the Government
of India and the SNA were late to recognise him. And why would a stellar
genius like Gopi care to lobby for an award?
We salute Gopi Asan. When we contacted the Kerala Association to inform
them that Kalamandalam Gopi was going to perform in Hyderabad on 7 October
2018 and that they might pass on the news to their members, the concerned
official was not impressed and bragged about how they were getting film star
Mammooty for a huge function. We caught his attention only when we mentioned
that Gopi had acted in a film or two.
Hail India and our ancient culture. This is not the diary of a cynic but a
dispassionate account of what I observe around me.
I can only end with the note that let us all gift time to small and big causes, to
loving people around us, to know and nurture each other and to nourish our
souls and our culture.
We pray and look forward to better days on all fronts.
Madhavi Puranam
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Kalamandalam Gopi Asan
Photos: K. K. Gopalakrishnan
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Kathakali’s Ever-Green Hero
K. K. GOPALAKRISHNAN

Kathakali’s supremo and evergreen hero of our times
Kalamandalam Gopi, popularly
known as Gopi asan among the art
aficionados, turned 81 in May
2018. He retired from his alma
mater, Kerala Kalamandalam, as
it’s principal in 1992, having had
an association of about forty two
years as a student, instructor,
assistant professor, professor, and
principal. He is still active with his
performances. Of late, he has
reduced the number of
performances during the season to
two or four per week. Earlier the
average was about 25-28
performances per month out of
about 35 to 40 invitations.
As performers, the well trained Kathakali actors blossom by the day, year
after year, like gold purified in fire. Usually, the post-fifty or sixty years period is
K. K. GOPALAKRISHNAN is the Associate Editor of Nartanam and former director of Centre for
Kutiyattam of Sangeet Natak Akademi, Delhi. A connoisseur of Kerala performing arts traditions,
especially Kutiyattam and Kathakali, he chose to resign from his job as an officer of State Bank of
India to focus on arts studies. He contributes regularly for The Hindu, Nartanam, Sruti and other
periodicals. Author of the critically acclaimed Kathakali Dance Theatre – A Visual Narrative of
Sacred Indian Mime (2016), he passionately observes and studies arts traditions and is known for
his critical commentary on the same.
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My Story – Kalamandalam Gopi
KALAMANDALAM GOPI in conversation with K. K. GOPALAKRISHNAN

Childhood
I was born on 21 May 1937 in a poor family in Kothachira, colloquially known
as Kothara, in Peringode village of Palakkad district. As per vernacular calendar
it was on the Atham day of the month Edavam. Vadakkath Gopalan Nair and
Manalath Unyadi Nangamma were my parents. I was the youngest of three boys
and thus was lucky in being pampered by all even amidst poverty. I was named as
Vadakke Manalath Govindan and called as Gopi out of affection. Looking back,
I think I am blessed in getting this special treatment or affection from all around
throughout my life. I must thank Lord Guruvyoorappan, my parents and gurus for
this blessing.
My parents belonged to a minority community among the Nairs, of which men
are called Manalan and women are called Nangamma. The whole area was
known as Vengattoor. The local landlord Namboodiri family, known both as
Vengattoor mana1 and Kothara mana, owned almost all the landed properties
around and all the poor families around were their labourers and dependents. My
maternal grandmother, mother, younger sister etc where the domestic workers
there. My father was the storekeeper. Though we were servants and poor
dependents, during those days, in our area, it was prestigious to be a labourer of
this Namboodiri family.

K. K. GOPALAKRISHNAN is the Associate Editor of Nartanam.
Ed- This autobiographical article is based on a series of interviews with Kalamandalam Gopi and
with inputs from his autobiography Ormayile Pachakal and a couple of Malayalam articles that
he wrote on his life. They are compiled here with his permission.
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Blossoming Youth
MANOJ KUROOR
(Translated from Malayalam by S. R. D. Prasad)

While reading mythological stories during my childhood, the inanimate lines in
front would fade away. Instead, the dynamic forms of Nala, Arjuna, Bhima, etc.
would come into sight. Those were figures of Kathakali, quite familiar even at
that age and all those seemed to have the semblance of Kalamandalam Gopi.
Rukmangada, Dharmaputhrar, Bhima all converged into a single person,
Kalamandalam Gopi. The kind of commotion I had to distinguish between the
characters and the actor would have been the dilemma of many more of my
generation. Gods and Gopi’s attire have everlasting state of youth. Even after
decades there is no blemish to the manly demeanour of Gopi’s carriage. Like the
very figure, his theatrical portrayals also have become more radiant. Gopi’s ageing
is but in number only.
Sure, Kalamandalam Gopi was not the only celebrity actor of that period.
Kalamandalam Krishnan Nair who had mesmerized a whole generation with his
immaculate facial radiance, Vazhenkada Kunchu Nair who was personification
of theatrical propriety, Ramankutty Nair who had aesthetically blended a unique
MANOJ KUROOR is an Associate Professor of Malayalam at NSS Hindu College, Changanacherry,
Kerala. He is also a known percussionist for Kathakali, trained in Chenda under his father Kuroor
Vasudevan Nampoothiri, and a poet and novelist. His M. Phil thesis is on the Rhythm Structures
in Kunchan Nampiar’s Harineeswayamvaram Thullal and his PhD is on the Folk Rhythms in
Modern Malayalam poetry. He is the author of 14 books, three poetry collections, one novel, four
books on art and music, two for children and four academic works. He is a recipient of the
Kunchupillai Memorial poetry award, SBT poetry award, Kerala Sahitya Akademi's Kanakasree
award, Thoppil Ravi award for novel, Radio Mirchi ‘lyricist of the year’ award, to name a few.
S. R. D. PRASAD, the renowned Kalarippayattu guru and a known writer used to sing for
professional Kathakali performances of northern Kerala during the 1970s to 1990s. He is a
recipient of the Sangeet Natak Akademi award. He has translated this article from Malayalam for
Nartanam.
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Kalamandalam Gopi:
The Green of Greens and More
C. P. UNNIKRISHNAN

I am intentionally
avoiding the names of
characters and episodes
which all our critics often
quote to underline Gopi
ashan’s proficiency as a high
rated Kathakali vesham
performer. Instead, I wish to
share some of my random
and structured thoughts to
say how he became highly
efficient and being an
octogenarian, still continues
to be the most sought after
performer.
GREEN (Pacha in
Malayalam) stands for
freshness and fertility.
Fertility in turn speaks of
creativity too. My memories
C. P. UNNIKRISHNAN, a retired life science teacher, is a trained Kathakali performer, lyricist
and choreographer of Kerala arts traditions, freelance journalist, author and researcher on Natyasastra
and art forms of Kerala. He hold PhDs in Animal Physiology and also a study of body kinetics and
the aesthetics of Kathakali with reference to Natyasastra. He is a recipient of Full Bright, Sohoni
Memorial Award [Bombay University], Sr. Research Fellowship [CSIR, Govt of India] and
Scholarship from Institute of Traditional Cultures, University of Madras. He is currently a
resource person for Kerala arts and education, and research on the impact of art practices on health
and education.
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The Garden sans Match
MARGI VIJAYAKUMAR
(Translated from Malayalam by S. R. D. Prasad)

There is no other actor of the stature of Kalamandalam Gopi asan in the
domain of Kathakali at present. Especially, we see the total rapture of pacha
vesham in this actor. There were great actors in yester years too. I had the
fortune to watch them too. But only Gopi asan is a match for his own self. I saw
Gopi asan for the first time in 1975. The Nalacharitham play, in complete, was
presented at Victoria Jubilee Town hall in Thiruvananthapuram under the auspices
of Kerala Kalamandalam. That was as a part of Unnai Varier’s (who authored
Nalacharitam Kathakali in four segments) 250th birth anniversary celebrations.
And that was under the guidance of the late D. Appukkuttan Nair who had been
the principal organizer of Margi as well as the member of the administrative
board of Kalamandalam. That was also the year of my joining Margi.
Nalan of Nalacharitham first and the second days and Bahukan of the
penultimate and fourth days was Gopi asan and Damayanti of all these days was
Kottakkal Shivaraman asan on that occasion. It was then that I watched Gopi
asan perform for the first time; so also Shivaraman Asan. Those days Shivaraman
Asan’s heroine roles were the main choice to be put up with Gopi asan’s hero
characters. The pair have gifted unprecedented stage experience to the
connoisseurs. Especially, their pairing as Nala and Damayanti has enticed many
lovers of Kathakali. The greatest fortune in my artistic life is that, after Shivaraman
MARGI VIJAYAKUMAR is an accomplished actor of the heroine roles of Kathakali. After late
Kottakkal Shivaraman, he is acting with Kalamandalam Gopi as his heroine. Initiated into Kathakali
by Thonnakkal Peetambaran, after completing high school education, he joined the Margi Kathakali
School and trained under the late Mankulam Vishnu Nambootiri, Injakkat Ramachandran Pillai and
the late Kalamandalam Krishnan Nair.
S. R. D. PRASAD, the renowned Kalarippayattu guru and a known writer, who also used to sing
for professional Kathakali performances of northern Kerala during the 1970s to 1990s, has
translated this article from Malayalam for Nartanam. He is a recipient of the Sangeet Natak
Akademi award.
Ed- The translated article is being published with permission from the author.
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An Unusual Gift
KALAMANDALAM RAMA CHAKYAR

I believe that
Kalamandalam Gopi
is the most unusual gift
of Yamadharma, the
god of death, to
Kathakali; that too
twice. Its providence
that he survived near
to death experience,
twice in life. For the
past many decades he
is the measuring rod
for
the
quality
performance of roles
such
as
Nala,
Bheema,
Arjuna,
Karna, Rukmangada
etc – all in pacha
attire and denoted by
satvik qualities. I was
very fortunate to have
KALAMANDALAM RAMA CHAKYAR, the senior most performer and trainer of Kutiyattam,
is among the most respected performing arts thespians of Kerala. An alumnus and former HOD of
Kutiyattam at Kerala Kalamandalam, majority of today’s Kutiyattampractitioners are either his
direct disciples or grand disciples. At the Kerala Kalamandalam he was a colleague of Gopi. He is
a council member of SangeetNatakAkademi, Delhi.
Ed- For more details on Kutiyattam and the late Painkulam Rama Chakyar, please refer to Nartanam,
Volume XVI Issue no 3, July-September 2016.
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A Classy Performer
P. CHITHRAN NAMBOOTIRIPPAD

I was the Secretary of Kerala Kalamandalam from 1978 to 1984. I believe
that it was the golden period of the institution and thus I was fortunate to
have served there during those years. It was a period of nine jewels (nava
ratnas) there. Kalamandalam Neelakantan Nambeeshan (Kathakali vocal
music), Ramankutty Nair and Padmanabhan Nair (Kathakali acting),
Krishnankutty Poduval (Kathakali Chenda), Appukutty Poduval (Kathakali
Maddalam), Sathyabhama (Mohiniattam), Painkulam Rama Chakyar
(Kutiyattam), Parameswara Marar (Panchavadyam) and Killimangalam
Vasedevan Namboodirippad (Sanskrit scholar) were the nine jewels. No other
institution in the country had an assembly of this calibre, all at the same time.
After relinquishing my term at the Kalamandalam I was asked to write an
article by Thrissur Kathakali Club and I had started the article with these
remarks and at that time Gopi was serving there as a well-known and essential
performer: I did not consider Gopi as one among the nine jewels. I have
nothing against him and in fact I like him as a performer. He is a fine exponent.
These jewels were the achaaryas and in Kathakali acting both Ramankutty
Nair and Padmanabhan Nair were the inevitable acharyas there. A generation
of artists sustains through the contribution of acharyas. Gopi is a classy
performer. Kalamandalam is essentially an institution for training. Exhibition
of performance is only secondary in my opinion.

P. CHITHRAN NAMBOOTIRIPPAD, the ninety-nine year old, renowned educationalist
and administrator is a known philanthropist of Kerala. He retired as the additional director of
the Kerala education department. He served as the secretary of Kerala Kalamandalam for six
years, when Gopi was a faculty member of the department of Kathakali. Since 1992, every
year he has travelled to the Himalayan ranges and has completed 26 consecutive expeditions.
He is still very active in Kerala’s cultural life.
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Mother of All Roles
K. K. GOPALAKRISHNAN

12 August 2007 has become an unforgettable day both in the illustrious artistic
life of Kathakali exponent Kalamandalam Gopi and to the large number of
Kathakali aficionados who thronged the venue of Payyannur Kathakali Arangu
that arranges monthly Kathakali performances. The maestro whose name is
synonymous with the hero characters of Kathakali in pacha make-up portrayed
for the first time the role of Kunthi in Mali Madhavan Nair’s Karnasapadam.
Karnasapadam is the sole play that attained stage success and is widely
performed by all schools and is at par with plays such as Nalacharitam (authored
by Unnai Warrier, C1700) and Rugmangadacharitam (Mandavappalli Ittirarissa
Menon, 1745-1809) amidst about a hundred plays composed during the post
Independence era. Prior to Karnasapadam the play Nizhalkoothu based on
Mahabharata and composed by Pannisseri Nanu Pillai (1885-1942) in 1925 earned
stage success but it was limited to southern Kerala.
After this performance while we were returning together in a train Gopi said,
"After donning the role of Lalita in Krimeeravadham some ten or twelve years
back this was my first attempt in a female role.” Gopi claims to be, "not very
comfortable in female roles as he is in the male characters in pacha.”
“Nevertheless, I enjoyed the performance. When people who adore me
affectionately express their desire to see roles that are normally alien to me, I find
it extremely hard to turn down,” he added when asked of his debut portrayal of
Kunthi.
Interestingly, when Karnasapadam’s inaugural performance was staged in
Delhi on April 10, 1966 under the aegis of Delhi based International Centre for
K.K. GOPALAKRISHNAN is the Associate Editor of Nartanam.
This is a report on Kalamandalam Gopi’s maiden role as Kunthi on August 12, 2007 at Payyannur
(Kannur district).
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Theatrical Language of Kathakali:
Dramatisation and Interpolative Acting
K. K. GOPALAKRISHNAN

As we know, the basic acting methodology of Kathakali is padartha abhinaya,
which means literal acting of the librettos. (Usually the acting starts while the
lines are repeated; traditionally the actor listens to the ponnani of the librettos.
The main singer first sings and the supporting singer repeats the lines. The actor
first listens to the ponnani and enacts the verses while the shinkiti repeats it.)
This requires word by word depiction of the verse using hand gestures and physical
movement, including facial expression, accompanied by the two percussionists.
For instance, for the words denoting a beautiful woman, the actor might choose
to detail her charms from head to toe, ensuring that his limbs and eyes move in
tune with the rhythm of the supporting percussion. This depiction could include
the description of her thick long hair that swings over her comely hips and her
eyes shaped like lotus petals.
The contours of her breasts which are ‘ample and round’ are shown in vivid
detail while the moon blushing on seeing her ‘round glowing face’ is depicted as
well. In the play Narakasuravadham, for the verse ‘Kekikalude...’ (the dance
of the peacocks) a sequence known as kekiyattam, the dance of a bird couple,
and how they mistake the heroine’s face for the moon, etc., is enacted in detail.
In Pootanamoksham the verse ‘Narthakarude kalichaturiyum...’ (meaning,
the expertise of the dancers) portrays in great detail the movement of the dancers
that Pootana happens to see. The singers repeat a line or two, depending on the
K. K. GOPALAKRISHNAN is the Associate Editor of Nartanam and former director of Centre for
Kutiyattam of Sangeet Natak Akademi, Delhi. A connoisseur of Kerala performing arts traditions,
especially Kutiyattam and Kathakali, he is the author of the acclaimed Kathakali Dance Theatre – A
Visual Narrative of Sacred Indian Mime (2016). He passionately observes and studies arts traditions
and is known for his critical commentary on the same.
Ed- This article is an abridged version of a chapter from K. K. Gopalakrishnan's book and is being
published here with his permission.
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Kalamandalam Gopi: Time Line
Full Name: Vadakke Manalath Govindan Nair
Date of Birth: May 21, 1937
Parents: Vadakkath Gopalan Nair and Manalath Unyadi Nangamma
Wife: Arekath Chandrika
Children: Arekath Jayarajan and Arekath Reghurajan
Formal schooling: IV standard
Ottanthullal training under Parameswaran Nambeeshan – 1946-47
Kathakali training under Thekkinkattil Ravunni Nair and Kavungal Shankarankutty
Panikkar – 1948-49
Kathakali training at Kerala Kalamandalam under Kalamandalam Padmanabhan
Nair and Kalamandalam (1951-1957)
Teacher at the Kalamandalam in the faculty of Kathakali – 1958 to 1992, till
retirement as the Principal. (Started as Instructor, on promotions served as Assistant
Professor, Professor, Head of the Department of Kathakali and Principal)
Visiting Professor at Kerala Kalamandalam - for several years after retirement
with a few years of breaks and continues to be.
Significant Honours & Titles (State & National)
1.

Honorary doctorate from Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit – 2018

2.

Fellowship of the Central Sangeet Natak Akademy, New Delhi (Akademy
Retna) – 2011

3.

Kalidas Samman – 2011

4.

Padmasree – 2009

5.

Fellowship of the Kerala Sangeetha Nataka Academy – 2008

6.

Fellowship of the Kerala Kalamandalam – 2002

7.

Senior Fellowship from the Union Ministry of Culture, Delhi – 1996
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8.

Award of the Kerala Sangeetha Nataka Academy – 1995

9.

Award of the Sangeet Natak Akademi, New Delhi – 1987
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10. Award of the Kerala Kalamandalam – 1985
Honours from Regional Cultural Organizations
11. Honour from Guruvayoor Devaswom – 1987
12. Natyaratnam title from Cherukunnu, Kannur – 1977
13. Pattum Valayum from Drisyavedi, Trivandrum – 1997
14. Veerasringhala and golden crown from the general public on 60th birth day
– Guruvayur – 1997.
15. Natyacharya Gold Memento – by Dr. K.N. Pisharody Memorial Kathakali
Club – 2001
16. Nala-Damayanthi Award – Unnai Warrier Smaraka Kalanilayam – 2001
17. Wadakkanchery Rotary Club Award – 2002
18. Guruvayoor Drisyapuraskar – 2002
19. Karunagappalli Bandra Award – 2002
20. Thamboola Puraskar – 2005
21. Devi Puraskar of Olapamanna mana – 2005
22. Suvarnahara and 5 tired Nilavilakku by Payannoor Kathakali club
23 Kozhikodu Todayam Kathakali yogam
24. Abhinaya Chakravarty title from Bangalore Club for Kathakali (Captain
Krishnan Nair Award) – 2010
25. Premji Puraskar – 2005
26. Padmashree Kalamandalam Krishnan Nair Award
27. Pattikkamthodi Ravunni Menon Award
28. Varanat Devi Puraskar
29. Varkala Thinavila Prabhakaran Nair Gold Ring
30. Kudamaloor Karunakaran Nair Puraskar
31. Thriprayar Kalimandalam Puraskar
32. P. S. John Award of the Press Club of Cochin – 2011
33. Poornathrayeesa Award, Tripunithura – 2011
34. Harihara Iyer Puraskar – Perumbavoor – 2011
35. Mannarasala Nagaraja Puraskar – 2012
36. Award of Swaralaya, Palakkad – 2013
37. Punthottam Ayurvedasramam Award 2014
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38. A. S. N. Nambeeshan Award 2014
39. Kalamandalam Ramankutty Nair Award 2014
40. Harmony International Award 2014
41. Dr T. I. Radakrishnan Smaraka Puraskaram
42. Malliyoor Ganesa Puraskaram – 2015
43. Natyasastra award Oyoor – 2015
44. Tapasya Kattappana’s Prathiba Puraskaram – 2015
45. Mannurkavu Vanadurga Puraskaram – 2015
46. Kolady Govindankutty Smaraka Kala Puraskaram – 2015
47.

Bharathamuny Award of Nalanda Dance Akadamy) – 2016

48. Geetha Govindam Award, Guruvayoor – 2016
49. Kalamandalam Jayakumar Smaraka Kathakali Puraskaram – 2016
50. Vembatti Chinnasathya Award – 2016
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An analysis of Body Kinetics and the
Aesthetics in Kathakali:
Errors, Training and Rectification
C. P. UNNIKRISHNAN

This is a study of the body kinetics and the aesthetics of Kathakali based on
Bharata’s Natyasastra.The questions and doubts usually heard about the
authenticity of the text and the author of Natyasastra – whether he is a historically
recorded person or if the text is a compilation of the works by many other scholars
etc. – appeared quite irrelevant. Some of the grandmasters in the fields of Science,
Arts, Literature etc. preferred to remain in obscurity or be known not by their
own names. Even if all such discussions are kept aside, the fact that in any subject,
the contents are more important than the source cannot be ignored. An evaluation
of Bharata’s Natyasastra to assess its validity as a major tool to analyze the
body language of Kathakali clearly revealed that it is a well-calibrated and
standardized tool. It was obvious that an in-depth understanding of the kinesics of
the human body in relation to Kathakali is much needed.
The ultimate objective of natyam is to ensure that the performers, audience
and organizers are given the necessary inputs to feel peaceful, become stable and
acquire increased positivism for self and social evolution (Natyasastra Chapter1.
slokas 82 -93). Only a sound body holds a sound mind and vice versa. A study of
Prayoga (the way of using) and Viniyoga (uses) of each part of the human body
reveals that the great sage has delved deep into observation and delineation of the
parts in action.
C. P. UNNIKRISHNAN, a retired life science teacher, is a trained Kathakali performer, lyricist
and choreographer of Kerala arts traditions, freelance journalist, author and researcher on Natyasastra
and art forms of Kerala.
This article throws light on the intricate training of Kathakali. It is an extract of chapter 5 of the
thesis titled, Body Kinetics and the Aesthetics of Kathakali – A Critical Study with Special
Reference to Bharata’s Natyasastra, for which a Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Performing
Arts (Kathakali) was awarded to the author by the Kerala Kalamandalam Deemed University in
December 2013. This is being published here by the author's permission.
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Exploring Perini
MADHAVI PURANAM
In conversation with Guru
Kalakrishna, the renowned
exponent of Andhra Natyam and
Perini, Editor, Nartanam, tries to
probe into the dance form Perini
– its origins, textual evidence,
construction and reconstruction,
political patronage, pressures to
change at a pace dictated by the
government, context, content,
technique, grammar, repertoire;
and also to explore what could be
done to stabilise the accelerated
path that Perini is on to get
ensconced as a definite dance
form.

Kalakrishna, what is
Perini? And what is your
association with Perini?
KALAKRISHNA is a leading exponent of Andhra Natyam and a guru of Perini. A senior disciple of
Nataraja Ramakrishna, he trained in Kuchipudi dance, Andhra Natyam, Navajanardana Parijatam
and other temple dance traditions of Andhra in the guru shishya parampara. He has travelled
extensively to perform at major national and international dance festivals, conferences and seminars.
Kalakrishna runs the Hari Hara Nrithya Niketan in Hyderabad, where he trains dancers in Andhra
Natyam and Perini. At present, he is a visiting lecturer at the University of Hyderabad, and Potti
Sreeramulu Telugu University and teaches the students of Masters degree in dance.
MADHAVI PURANAM is the Chief Editor of Nartanam.
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PERFORMANCE
REVIEWS
DELHI DIARY
LEELA VENKATRAMAN

Delhi dancers have become very conscious of World Dance Day and what
originally used to mean scattered events in a couple of auditoriums, has now
become a blockbuster day with every dance school worth the name sponsoring
an event. Natya Vriksha run by Geeta Chandran has been holding a painstakingly
curated young dancers festival, with many other workshops built round it, in
conjunction with the India International Centre and this three day event has been
attracting over the years, enthusiastic audiences. The Natya Vriksha lifetime award
was this year conferred on the worthy Dance Photographer Avinash Pasricha.
Among the carefully chosen young dancers for the festival, Munami Nandi a
disciple of Odissi dancer Sharmila Biswas was unlike the usual slim waisted
youngster with a creeper like grace, a really strong dancer with well defined
chauka, and what is more totally unspoilt and unselfconscious, with an ability to
lose herself in the dance, though from what the guru mentioned, this was her first
formal solo presentation. Sharmila’s dance compositions of Sabda Nritya (tamthai
taka taki inda thai (with music and rhythm by Ramahari and Dhaneswar Swain)
built round Shiva’s tandav ecstasy with Parvati’s lasya and even the starting
Vighneswara stuti coming after the salutations to Vishnu at the Garudadwaja
temple pillar, were different from the usual recital. Her karuna rather than adbhuta
approach to the lyric “Kede chhanda janilo sahi” describing the exploits of boy
Krishna also showed an individualistic approach.
The Bharatanatyam choice Shweta Prachanda a youngster now very popular
on the South Indian performance circuit gave a very finished performance. The
Karnataka Kapi varnam “Sumasayaka” of Swati Tirunal, describing the lovelorn
nayika, a victim of Manmatha’s flowery darts, waiting for Lord Padmanabha,
showed the dancer’s nritta and abhinaya grasp, the efficient musical team further
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enhancing the impact. The expressional elegance as a disciple of Priyadarshini
Govind, was shown in Choodare the Kshetrayya Padam in Shahane, visualising
women exchanging gossip at the nayika who given all the advantages of marriage
into a high class family, is without any qualms off for a tryst with Krishna!
The Kuchipudi disciple of Pasumarthi Rattiah Sharma, Sreelakshmi Govardhan
has a subtlety of approach in both abhinaya and nritta which is unusual in a
Kuchipudi exponent. Even her Tarangam, while dancing on the brass plate did
not have the flagrant razzmatazz of footwork. There was underplay with not
every syllable of the rhythmic vocabulary being accented. In the Navarasa Sloka
woven round the Krishna story, the dancer’s own visualisation had some unusual
points as when Krishna’s face and body covered with gore have mother Yashooda
turning away in disgust (beebhatsam). Compassion (karunyam) abounds when
Krishna comes to the rescue of Draupadi being humiliated by the Kauravas. The
dancer’s soft abhinaya too is unlike the general treatment in Kuchipudi. In
Venkateshwaran, the dancer had a very inspiring singer who added a lot to the
performance.
The Kathak component of the Young Dancers Festival had Vidya Gauri, a
student of Guru Rajendra Gangani. The clarity of her parhant at the highest speed,
was laudable. But the dancing at such a dizzying pace created vertigo in the
viewer. Barring a blur of skirt and hands swishing through the air, one could see
very little. This dancer needs to bring in a savoured tranquillity into her Kathak.
At the moment, it looks feverish. The programme too needs to be more balanced
instead of being a stray list of bandishes at breakneck speed.
Anuradha Kapur’s workshop which took the paticipants through a series of
exercises meant to awaken different aptitudes and shake off bodily self
consciousness, and inhibitions was interesting. Sharmila Biswas’s workshop on
Bharamari (the Odissi pirouette) from a broader perspective of teaching non
Odissi students too this movement added to their vocabulary – to be used according
to their respective dance traditions with some changes comprised bhramris –
Ardhabhramari, Veshthita, Ekapada, Kunchita, Garuda, Akash, Prithvi and
Vipareetha bhramaris. With over sixty students participating this was extremely
well conducted by the dancer, who also shared some warming up and cooling
down movements for a dancer.
Amongst the talks, one of the best was by V. R. Devika who spoke on
Muttulakshmi Reddy and why exactly she worked so hard to get rid of the Devadasi
tradition – which she decided was forcing young women into a lifestyle which did
not allow marriage but was saddled with responsibilities of bringing up children as
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single parents – and what is more reduced them to the fringes of society with little
self respect. One of the most well researched talks, what Devika said was totally
opposed to the much touted arguments, which started in the west with their
scholars blaming the Brahmins for appropriating the profession of the Devadasi
depriving her of her livelihood. Devika has been working on this subject particularly
closely with the family of Muttulakshmi Reddy, and her facts were very interesting
opening out an entirely different perspective on the abolition of the devadasi system.
A three day festival paid homage to two women artists who have contributed
prodigiously to the field of dance and theatre. An annual festival in honour of
Zora Segal, with her zest for life and her deep warmth which made her one of the
most loved persons in the world of art, annually mounted by Pallavi Odissi Nritya
Sangeet Vidyalaya run by Zora’s daughter Kiran Segal at the India International
Centre, this year was dedicated to a fellow woman artist the world of theatre lost
recently, namely Joy Michael the founder of the multi-lingual theatre Yatrik.
Screening of Films, presentation of Habib Tanvir’s famous play Charan Das
Chor and Chatisgarhi music rendered by Nageeen Tanvir, and a flamboyant table
solo by Rimpa Siva were all part of the festival. Aruna Mohanty’s Odissi solo
stood out showing her as a very person ever willing to try out new ideas. Varsha
Abhisar an old favourite woven round the idea of new life springing up, with the
monsoons slaking the thirst of arid Earth after a torrid Summer, with creatures of
Nature like the peacocks dancing in joy and the desire of lovers also being kindled.
This and the Ashtapadi “Madhave Makuru Manini Manimaya” had a special
thrust and appeal in the rendition given the dancer’s expressional expertise. The
concluding item prati-nayak (anti-hero) was in the nature of a boast by the evil
forces throwing a challenge to the Almighty – Mocchi boli tome occhhu (You
exist because I am). Showing how life is built round polarities which in a sense
draw their identity from the other, and there would be no need for a higher force,
if lower thwarting forces did not exist. “After challenging you in the Satya Yuga
as Hiranyakashipu, as Ravana in the Treta Yuga and as Kamsa in the Dwapara
Yuga, in Kali Yuga where we will both exist in every person, I will challenge you
with my love for untruth and lust for women. The line from Vishnu Sahasranamam
is significant parithranaya sadhoonaam vinashaaya chaduskrtaam, Dharma
sansthaapanaarthaaya sambhavami yuge yuge. (To destroy evil and re-establish
the rule of law will I be born again and yet again) says the Lord. Kedar Misra’s
research and script with music composed by Rama Hari and nritta contribution
by Dhaneswar Swain, Aruna’s choreography, had a uniqueness about it even
while dealing with known mythical episodes and characters, and what is more the
dancer never strayed into exaggerated theatre which would have destroyed the
entire endeavour. An excellent set of musicians for accompaniment helped further.
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GURU/SHISHYA FESTIVAL
Debadhara the institution started in the name of late Odissi guru Debaprasad
Das, held its annual large festival at Habitat’s Stein auditorium featuring a number
of dancers under the Gurushishya banner, but there was no Odissi representing
the style of the person in whose name the institution was started in 2003 by
Vinayak Panda! Odissi of the Kelucharan Mohapatra school was represented by
Aloka Kanungo of Kolkata whose taal Madhuri (composed by Kalindi Parida)
in a Sthai like form had tala patterns oven into the main metrical cycle and was
presented by Aloka’s disciples Suvra Maity and Paulomi Chakraborthy. The best
part was the Krishna/Gopi ched chad, woven round Aloka’s own poetry wherein
Aloka herself appeared as Krishna. The concluding Shabda Nritya built round
the Dasha Mahavidya manifestations was too tame in treatment to suggest the
awesome power and intrinsic nature of these shakti avatars.
Some of the best of Guru/Shishya was in Madhavi Mudgal’s presentation
followed by the disciples presenting the ragamalika Pallavi, a musical composition
of Madhup Mudgal, where three ragas Hameer, Kamod and Kedar of the same
thaal were strung together with great musical skill. The three disciples Shalaka
Rai, Shobha Bisht and Deepika Bisht with their immaculate technique and the
way they combined as a group were very impressive. Madhavi herself presented
two solo items, the first based on Mayadhar Mansingh’s poem set to music in
Natabhairavi by Maheswara Rao, wherein the dancer addressing Nataraja seeks
the gift of being able to catch the many rhythms and tones of the Lord’s feet and
ankle bells, to dance as gracefully as the peacock, to have the grace of the Lily
which blossoms out in the brightness of the Sun. While this item had a blend of
nritta and abhinaya, the next lyric entirely based on interpretative dance portrayed
the mugdha nayika with awkward shyness disclosing her encounter with Krishna
to her friend – based on Benudhar’s composition “Kohibaku lajja madoochi
Sajani” with music composed by Gopalchandra Panda in Rasamanjari.
The Kuchipudi Guru Rama Rao was in his element presenting the Patra Pravesh
of Hiranyakashipu, an item taken from the old Yakshagana dance drama. A mild
person, it was difficult to imagine this Guru putting so much power into every
gesture and move in this item in Athana and Saveri. The disciples acquitted
themselves equally well with T. Reddi Lakshmi, Abhirami Ajith and Aditi Gupta
presenting a brisk Vinayaka Kavutvam and Tandava Nritya Hare Gajanan in
Mohanam. The finale by Reddi Lakshmi presenting Swati Tirunal’s composition
in Shuddha Sarang Aaj aye Shyam Mohana Rasamandal Khelane which began
with a loving welcome to Krishna followed by the dance narrative on the game of
Dice with Krishna finally answering the call of Draupadi, saving her from being
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disrobed in the Kaurava Sabha, once again showed this dancer as one with both
expressional and nritta prowess.
Saswati Sen, after a tribute to her Guru, presented a 9 ½ matra Vakra Vasant
taal, as taught to her by her guru Pandit Birju Maharaj. She pointed out how the in
the guru’s creation the fractional element was accommodated with such finesse
that both in the Bandish recitation and in the dance rendition the poetry both aural
and visual remained. Her abhinaya presentation was based on an Ajoy Charaborty
Thumri Aaj more kalai murak gayi which was presented in the three different
tones of a Mugdha (unawakened nayika), Madhya and Praudha nayika
(experienced in ways of love). The last of course, at home with the little ways of
flirtation, instead of complaining like the others, uses the moment for furthering
her interaction with the man.
Bharati Shivaji dancing with two of her students Vani Bhalla and Samrita Menon
in Mukhachari set to Surutti, Kambhoji and Samantamalahari seemed to be in
some physical discomfort in fully defined knee bends. The Gita Govindam Jayadeva
Ashtapadi Dheera Sameere Yamuna teere with her as the sakhi entreating Radha
(Vani Bhalla) to join Krishna waiting for her, was evocative abhinaya.
Geeta Chandran built her presentation with the disciples Amritha Shruti
Radhakrishnan, Radhika Kathal and Madhura Bhrushundi round her favourite
varnam Vanajaksha nine nammiti in a very dramatic manner, the understanding
among the dancers excellent. With formations constantly changing, some in solo
descriptive form and others in an interactive form and with the well rendered
teermanams between interpretative passages, there was never any sense of
predictability and the surprise element was kept alive through the entire recital
which held audience attention without slackening.
Churchill Pandian an arts enthusiast has been presenting programmes all over
based on the theme of Connecting Rivers Through Dance and this when river
waters sharing has become a general bone of contention all over! But what was
presented at Habitat’s Stein auditorium was based on myths associated with
various Indian rivers, for which the research work was by Chitra Madhavan with
the music set by Praveen Rao of Bangalore.
Among the various dance forms used by far the most impressive was in
Kuchipudi choreographed by Raja Reddy with daughter Bhavana Reddy leading
the dance troupe. The libretto and music were ideally suitable with river Jamuna
in a Pravesha Daruvu type of entry by Bhavana as the nayika “Yamuna Nadi
nenu” (I am the river Yamuna) A fleeting Ashtapadi line dheera sameere Yamuna
teere touched upon how Krishna and the Gopis sported on her banks and Krishna’s
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Kalingamardana exploits visualised through Oothukadu Venkata subbaiya’s
Kalinga nartana tillana in Nattai, – all tailor– made for Kuchipudi rhythm with
the other dancers, very well turned out and dancing in unison performing round
Bhavana making for a very rewarding production.
Devi Bhagawati Sureshwari Gangai, paid homage to in Kathak had Vidha Lal
and troupe dance to the choreography of Geetanjali and unlike the last time when
Vidha was dealing with the same theme, in her nritta exuberance forgot the flowing
nature of a river, this choreography had all the feel of a river which is never still
and throughout even the nritta part the constant up and own and sideways and
circular movements never lost sight of the characteristics of a river. Scenes of
birth and death occurring on the banks of and in the river were glimpsed. The
Ganga was introduced through a prelude of Shiva and the five elements, with
Ganga flowing, her tempestuous nature controlled within Shiva’s locks as she,
descends from Heaven.
The Cauvery in South India flows through temple towns. It is Panchanadiswarar
worshipped in Tiruvaiyar and the glory of Shiva temples in Tanjavur while in
Srirangam it is Vishnu in the reclining position. And the disciples of Saroja
Vaidyanathan, doing Bharatanatyam with fine group coordination danced in the
finale to the famous lyric in Mohanam Yen Pallikkondir Ayya wondering if the
rigor of the other Vishnu avatars had made him so fatigued that the Lord had
donned a reclining position at Srirangam. Durga raga and Kavadichindu tune with
movements showing pilgrims carrying the Kaavadi – a significant part of Muruga
worship, was also glimpsed.
Ironically the segment on the only male river Brahmaputra became the concern
of Odissi, and Ranjana Gauhar’s dance composition, otherwise fine, was hamstrung
by the lone male dancer who appeared the odd man out. This river fathered by
Brahma has a volatile nature. Parasurama’s blood stained axe after he committed
the sin of killing his own mother, got stuck in the rocks over which Brahmaputra
flows, making its waters reddish in colour. The shakti peeth Kamakhya lies in this
area. Dance done to the Odissi mnemonic language, movements reminiscent of
Bihu dance of Assam and animal and plant life flourishing and nourished by the
waters – along with the unpredictable destructive side were all fleeting images.
Group unity was lacking.
The Narmada myths are not familiar to Bharatanatyam, apart from which
dancing to somebody’s else’s tunes was not in the usual nature of things for
Geeta Chandran and her disciples. The mythology associated with river Narmada
seems endless. The flowing sweat of Shiva in meditation being the source of
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Narmada (also called Shankari or Shiiva’s daughter), this lifeline of Gujarat and
Maharashtra, the longest river is regarded as being so pure that even Ganga
disguised as a cow goes for an occasional dip in the Narmada to cleanse herself!
The myth about Narmada escorting Purukutsa to the underworld where Nagas
lived, to save them from being destroyed by some Gandharvas, has resulted in the
worship of this river believed to arm the devotee with fearlessness against snakes.
Shiva as Tripurantaka with his Pinaka astra destroyed the three demons, fragments
during the fight falling into the Narmada as stones on the river bed – rejuvenated
by her waters as Banalingas. (every stone said to be in the shape of a linga) The
dance narration took recourse to the language of mudras, with various segments
linked by jatis.
The curiosity roused by so many top names of dancers, saw a full hall with an
interested audience. For young dancers this method of coming together for a
theme, encourages healthy interaction.
DANCING TO NUMBERS
DRISHTIKON’S DANCING NUMBERS
With audiences crying hoarse for something different from the usual fare, the
Kathak performance at the LTG auditorium conceptualised, choreographed and
danced by the Drishtikon Repertory and disciples of Aditi Mangaldas entitled
“Dance Drishtikon:10x10” built round the theme of numbers, provided a riveting
evening. Both traditional and contemporary, here was a bold attempt at pushing
boundaries, and experimenting fearlessly. The evening was characterised by
polished fare, every presentation detail worked out punctiliously, with no room for
anything less than well thought out.
Starting from zero and then 1 (any number multiplied by 1 does not change
and, remains the same) with no rhythm and just Rohit Prasanna’s alap on the
flute, the number one comes as Breath or Swaas in Sanskrit, choreographed and
danced by Gauri Diwakar. Many breaths become Praana, not just of an individual’s
life but of the entire Cosmos – likened in the dance imagery to the metaphor of a
seed becoming a whole tree. The number 2, KAL (to-morrow or yesterday in
Hindi) saw two dancers Rashmi Uppal and Dheerendra Tiwari moving forwards
and backwards, with hands linked and suddenly separated based on the idea of
How much of yesterday is to-day or is it tomorrow? The Hindi word for both the
past (yesterday), and the future of tomorrow is Kal. How many of yesterday’s
dreams does today comprise and how many of to-day’s shadows make up tomorrow? The music was an original tarana by Ashwini Bhide and to show the
blurred connections or separateness of yesterday and to-morrow there was an
unintelligible utterance of words on the tape.
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‘Sarabeshwari Bhagavati Gange’ the peaking at the end, marked the musical
item for number 3 symbolising the three rivers Ganga, Jamuna and Saraswati –
the melodic translation composed by Faraz Ahmed and Ashish Gangani and
performed by Ashish Gangani and Mohit Gangani on drums and Faraz Ahmed’s
voice and harmonium accompaniment. Number 4 conceived by Rachna Yadav
and Anindita Acharjee who both also danced the number along with Tripti Gupta
and Diksha Tripathi (all turned out in white Dhaka Muslin and chikan Kutas shining
against a dark night) was based on a poem Charavali (a poetic distortion of Sanskrit
Chairavali ). “Char kalaanye Chaand ke” or four phases of the Moon with lights
showing the dark night, the New moon, the Half Moon and the Full Moon inspired
the theme and in Kathak playing with rhythmic syllables in combinations of four
syllables comes naturally.
The number 5, visualised in Contemporary dance movements, had none of the
romantic ideas seen earlier. Rendered to Deep Blue notes of Bensound, it was
inspired by the stark reality of life to-day. Taking the five cosmic elements, there
was an air of despair in the viewer as the body language, suggesting well adjusted
living losing its balance – revolved round how man has made every one of the
elements so polluted that it is affecting the life of living creatures. Man having
worked to attain his erect form is shown getting back to ground level movements
– the crawling reptilian postures – showing life going back instead of evolving.
Life is crying for pran-shakti. The dancers Manoj Sonagra, Minhas Khan, Sunny
Shishodiya, Gaurav Bhatti and Aamrapali Bhandari showed bodily agility in the
Contemporary Dance movements.
The unseen sixth sense, for number 6 was again in Modern Dance with six
dancers using Five plastic chairs to perch themselves on, the one in the middle
(the 6th) going through all the movements but without a chair to sit on representing
the 6th sense – a faculty beyond description. The choreographer Minhaz Khan
assisted by many others and Gauri Diwakar created rhythm patterns through a lot
of clapping and tapping all over the body and Tap dancing kind of movement,
quite riveting rhythmically.
For number 7 Suryashva, a sparkling number, showing the journey of the Sun
with his seven horse chariot riding over the horizon from east to west also
represented the seven notes or swaras (Sur Ashwa). The choreography by Sunny
Shishodiya with the entire rhythmic structure in multiples of 7 syllables, had the
guidance of Pandit Birju Maharaj and was danced by seven dancers along with
Sishodia – Minhaz Khan, Anjana, Tripti Gupta, Manoj Sonagra, Gaurav Bhatti and
Diksha Tripathi. Costumes by Aditi Mangaldas were excellent.
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Number 8, Nirantar – The Infinite, was so full of chakkars in the eternally
spinning movement designing that even watching gave one a feeling of vertigo.
Dancer Anjana Kumari’s choreography was rendered by her with Amrapali, Diksha
Tripathi, Tripti Gupta, Minhaz Khan, Manoj Sonagra, Sunny Shishhodiya and Gaurav
Bhatti.
The number 9 Nau standing for the Urdu Nau-ba-nau meaning 'fresh or
new', was based on the dance of 9 matras (Vasant tala) and the same group as
above plus Gauri Diwakar (whose choeography it was) making nine seasoned
performers in flared costumes, gloried in the virtuosity.
The concluding number of 10, predictably woven round the Dashavatars of
Vishnu saw choreographer Gauri Diwakar addressing Vishnu that he has always
been there before it all started and when everything disintegrates too he will be
there. The ten avatars were shown in very brief glimpses and with a sense of
aesthetics – and different from what one normally sees.
A big hurrah for Aditi Mangaldas who as the main mentor remained in the
background, with space given to other performers who are all maturing as
performers.
GROUP PRODUCTIONS FOR SHRIRAM BHARATIYA KALA
KENDRA’S CHARATRAM BIRTH CENTENARY
A work produced a few years back, the dance drama of the Kendra Meera,
based on late Komal Kothari’s research and Keshav Kothari’s stage settings and
Shubha Mudgal’s musical score and vocal support along with Radhika Chopra,
Manish Khullar and Hameed Khan, made for a riveting opening evening’s
programme. Molina Singh made for a very vibrant Meera and while the two
Meeras as a device to stress the polarities of how one born to live the life of a
Rajasthani princess only wanted to throw off all the aristocratic bonds to lead the
life a fakir singing the glory of Krishna, was not needed for every point in Meera’s
life proved this, the manner in which the Rajasthani ambience was captured was
praise worthy – costume, sets, dances and even the music evoking this feel in full.
For production values the work got full marks.
The Kendra’s Bharatanatyam group offer, a work conceived and created by
Justin McCarthy who heads the Bharatanatyam faculty “Where the streets are
fragrant with sandalpaste”, for this critic was one of the highlights of the festival.
Woven round the history of Bharatanatyam, by imaginatively creating its preproscenium manifestations, Justin has created a highly original work. With the
temple and royalty its main support, the dancer paid homage to many masters,
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changing according to the political situation and this part of the history in feudal
India was suggested through a Palanquin carried by four persons, with the picture
inside constantly changing. When it is the picture of a deity, dancers bow before
it doing an ardhanariswara slokam When it changes to a picture of the King it is
the Pallavi of one of the traditional old varnams in Nattai ‘Sarasijanabha’ and,
when it is the picture of British royalty it is Goddess Heavenly Bright Edmund
Spencer’s The fairy Queen. The Sadir period was caught through an imagined
Devadasi home where while some are in a elaxed interaction with a male visitor,
in another room devadasis perform expressional numbers. The Padams selected
were all with a historical connection like Sakhi Prana in Senjrutti and
Smarasundaranguni sari evvare in Paras, evoking the deep feelings shared by
Dharmapuri Subbarayar and Veena Dhanammal. And the dancers performed
with a sensitivity. The final segment connecting with contemporary time, was
based on the river Yamuna, the reference being to what was and what one has
now. Snippets of poetry and lyrics in praise of the river, sound like an irony today
with its sullied water. Justin in a laboured walk crossing the stage dragging years
of plastic bottles tied together, with the very clever music where words are recited
rap fashion spoke for itself. Sudha Raghuraman’s vocal support played a very
significant role in building up the mood.
Kerala’s Samudra Performing Arts led by the Contemporary Dance twosome
Madhu Gopinath and Vakkom Sanjeev in Samudra Natanam – Jalam, put the
thematic searchlight on an issue which has assumed great urgency viz life threatened
by dwindling sources of water. Myth of Varuna’s generosity bestowing on earth
the boon of water in various forms with its beneficial effects of nourishing life as
also its less desirable manifestation when it is highly destructive and as in all
spheres the inevitable tussle between good and evil forces, formed the outline of
a narrative presented in the very meticulously trained body language of the
dancers. While contact improvisations and other devices of Contemporary Dance
are used, the movement vocabulary itself draws on Indian physical disciplines of
dance and Yoga and martial arts, with a lot of martial art techniques like
Kalaripayattu and the music seems predominantly influenced by Kerala traditions
like Sopanam and the large variety of percussion instruments of Kerala like
Maddlam, Chenda, Mizhavu, Edekka, Timila, Chengala. The story line was very
skeletal, the excellently equipped dancers, missing not a cue while performing
holding audience attention.
Movement and Stills was the title of Kumudini Lakhia’s Kathak creation for
a group of dancers. A past master at presentation, Aakar was the start followed
by a Maharaja Bindadin ashtapadi, in Dhamar, set to music in Hindol by Madhup
Mudgal. It was an excellent idea to keep the male dancers (who were from
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Delhi) in a separate group because they were from Delhi and stylistically, dancing
with the girls from Kadamb, would have shown up the difference. The male
dancers doing Dhamar was excellent. The Tarana, with Madhup Mudgal’s music
again in Kedar, had a different tone with the dancers in white costume and latticed
windows outlined through lighting on the back curtain. So was the number using
parhant as a language of interaction. Samjukta Sinha, Kumudini’s top dancer
and a much travelled artiste, has developed an aggressive, ‘Here I am’ approach
which always seem to challenge. With her total command over the Kathak medium,
all she has to do is to communicate through her movements. The near intimidation
is not needed and takes away from the aesthetics of the dance.
The last item in Contemporary Dance spoke of the broad mindedness of
Kumudini Lakhia, who believes that disciples should be allowed to go beyond the
tradition should they yearn to do so. Many Kathak dancers today are showing an
interest in Contemporary Dance. And Santosh Nair’s choreography based on
music of Schimplesberger was well executed by the Kathak dancers. One approval
or otherwise of this practice would depend on how one thinks about this aspect.
LECTURES
This time the Shanta Serbjeet Singh Lecture series saw a discussion on
Seculaism and Spiritualism in the Arts. Karan Singh opening the discussions was
very sure that Performing Arts in India had always had their spiritual side and
their beauty and involvement came out of this approach. Naman Ahuja, Editor
Marg and a curator of several exhibitions, was of the strong opinion that the
person whose art was speaking in a secular voice was being discriminated against
and badly needed to be given his space. Arshiya Sethi, the dance scholar, felt that
dancers needed to be socially conscious and that the present thirst and hunger of
society required to find expression in dance and dancers could not live in a vacuum.
Sonal Mansingh spoke of all she had seen in Cambodia and other places and how
Polpot had exterminated dancers and how tradition was being slowly revived by
courageous artists who had survived those days of horror. In other words, people
needed to know their roots to understand themselves. One could not be rootless
and there was nothing wrong in being connected to one’s past through the arts.
The word secular is interpreted in so many ways that its connotation is vague.
Beyond a point these labels mean nothing.
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Vyuti Dance Company’s Sakhi: Exploring
Bharatanatyam
SUNIL KOTHARI

Aranyani Bhargav is a disciple of Leela Samson. She has been looking at
Bharatanatyam in a different perspective, for some time now. In 2014 she
established Vyuti Dance Company and started presenting her works in Bangalore
and elsewhere.
The theme of "Sakhi", her recent production is as follows: No matter what
transpires between the nayika and her beloved nayaka, the friendship between
the nayika and her sakhi, friend, confidante is eternal.
The recorded music was composed by Sudha Raghuraman, G. Raghuraman,
G. Elangovan and M V Chandrasekhar.
The eight states of mind in which a nayika finds herself vis-à-vis her beloved
as per the classification: Svadhinapatika, a content nayika, her lover is faithful to
her, Virahotkanthita, in separation doubting if her beloved will come or not,
Proshitabhartrika, the nayaka is away, even abroad, and she is awaiting his arrival,
Vipralabdha, a state when she is told that the nayaka is not going to return,
Kalahantarita, regretting having quarreled with the beloved speaking harsh words
and he has left her, Khandita, when nayika learns that her beloved had been with
another woman dallying and is hurt at his infidelity, Vasaksajja, as she awaits her
beloved and adorns herself, Abhisarika, nayika on her way to meet her lover
through storm and various hurdles- in all these states, the friend of the nayika
remains with her consoling her, reassuring her, sharing her agony, comforting her
as per the situation that the nayika is in.
The theme is as old as hills. What is interesting is the way in which Aranyani
has presented it. For anyone familiar with nayika classification and having seen it
in a solo format or even as a duet with nayika and sakhi, there are few surprises
on seeing how nayika enacts through abhinaya and how sakhi stands by her.
The opening scene is shown as a trailer where the eight states are shown by
dancers suggesting nayikas with their sakhis, indicating their avastha, states. Then
follows depiction of each nayika. It is interspersed with nritta, pure dance
movements which engage attention of audience for its novelty, groupings, of three,
four, two dancers facing other two dancers, four moving in a circle, holding hands,
sliding on the floor, getting up quickly, keeping the tala and executing movements
in quick succession without missing a beat.
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A still from Sakhi
Photo Courtesy: Avinash Pasricha

Bharatanatyam’s architectonic beauty comes alive with such explorations.
Besides seven female dancers there is one male dancer, who also plays the role
of sakhi, as implied, irrespective of gender.
There were several passages alternating abhinaya and story line. There was
exploration of space and geometrical patterns. Uninhibited lying and rolling over
floor,holding hands, forming one long line, diagonal creating strong visuals.
The finale with Tillana in Revathi raga, Mishra Chapu tala, was an essay in
creating visuals in various ways. The excellent lighting by Sunitha M. R. created
an interesting visual. The use of spotlight was interesting for each type of nayika.
Costumes by Aloka D’Souza were simple. Dancers were Aranyani, Atmica Reddy,
Impana Kulkarni, Preeja Mahendran, Priya Kaul, Sanjana Prasad, Shruti Suresh
and Tony Aloysius.
Concept, Direction and Choreography were by Aranyani Bhargav. She has
mentioned credits for research and Academic support Prof Sudipta Kaviraj, Ajay
Rao and Richard Williams.
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Kuchipudi Yakshagana at the Festival of
Letters
VEENA MANI

Recently, the Sahitya Akademi held the Festival of Letters that invited more
than 250 writers. Awards were given away to scholars and writers apart from
laying out a spread of seminars and performances.
The opening day of the Festival of Letters organised by the Ministry of Culture
witnessed a Kuchipudi Yakshagana performance by Chinta Ravi Balakrishna and
troupe presenting Mohini-Bhasmasura. It is the story of a demon, Vrukasura
who is rechristened Bhasmasura, and Lord Vishnu is in a female avatar- Mohini.
Mohini is essentially an illusion more than an incarnation. This is an episode from
the Bhagvata Purana.
Vrukasura is an ardent devotee of Siva. Siva, impressed by Vrukasura’s devotion grants him a boon to the effect that anything or anybody he touches will turn
into ash (bhasma). Hence, the name Bhasmasura. Siva is shocked when the
asura wants to test the veracity of the boon on the three-eyed lord himself. That’s
when Siva seeks Vishnu’s help. Vishnu, in the form of Mohini seduces the demon
and makes him dance to her tunes. At the end of it, Mohini places her hand on her
hand. Without any thought, demon Bhasmasura also places his hand on his head.
He turns into ash.
One expected a quality presentation with all the traditional elements of
Kuchipudu Yakshagana as the troupe was headed by one hailing from one of ten
traditional Kuchipudi families- Chinta Ravi Bala Krishna. This production, choreographed by Chinta Ravi Bala Krishna was the last production written by Vedantam
Satyanarayana Sarma.
However, the whole presentation turned out to be a disappointment. Their performance raised questions on the quality of Kuchipudi artistes in the country, especially the ‘sons of Kuchipudi’. The problem one has is not with the quality of the
production but the performers. The dialogues, accompanists, costumes and makeup were up to mark but the dance itself was the pain-point.
It was evident that the dancers lacked practice. Movements were unfinished
and none of the artistes showcased crisp footwork. Dhi-dhi-tai became Dhi-tai as
artistes swallowed one beat and digidigitai became only digidigi.
For the first time, I came across a serious Narada instead of a naughty one.
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The world’s first reporter Narada Muni’s entry did not make an impact as the
artiste lacked the body language one associates with the character. If it weren’t
for the vocalist, K. Surya Naryana who efficiently modified his voice and delivered Narada’s dialogues with style, one would have wondered as to which character had entered the stage.
After Narada’s pravesa daruvu entered Siva and Parvati. Their duet lacked
coordination and the artistes forgot their steps multiple times for it to go unnoticed.
Here again, angika abhinayam to go with the characters was missing. It was
disappointing to note that the artiste who played Siva lacked vigour and life.
Then came Bhasmasura. His entry gave the audience some respite from substandard Kuchipudi by the other characters. Chinta Ravi Balakrishna did justice to
the character. He brought alive Bhasmasura-the demon who was killed by Mohini.
In the dialogue between Bhasmasura and Siva, Bhasmasura over-shadows Siva.
Siva runs like a school boy when Bhasmasura chases him to try the boon he got
from Siva. The scene should have been comic. However, the vocalist’s rendition
reflected the comic note.
Mohini enters the stage. The artistes use the side wings to show Vishnu turn
into Mohini. The transition was not smooth and natural. It looked. After seeing
Vishnu and Lakshmi forgetting their steps and Siva- Parvati managing to miss
many beats, it was a relief to witness Bhasmasura showcasing some standard. In
the dance-off between Mohini and Bhasmasura, there were hard jathiswaram
patterns which were executed well.
Some in the audience wondered why a solo item was presented before the
dance-drama. Lasyapranathi danced to Oothukadu Venkata Subbaiyer’s
Pranavakaram. The solo did not serve any purpose. It could not have been used
as a purvarangam.
While it is important to have artistes from Kuchipudi village perform at national
stages so that the art form reaches a wide range of audience instead of dying in its
homeland, these artistes must also ensure quality. They could do with more sincerity towards the art form instead of basking dramatically in Telugu pride.
The performance cannot be termed ugly. It was just about average. Clearly,
with more practice these artistes could perform much better at the national level.
The accompanists did a good job anchoring the production.

Gopi as Narasimham

Gopi in Kathi Vesham

Photo: Raju Kottayam

Gopi in a female role for documentation
Photos: Thulasi Shoranur
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